Badge of Honor
In an ultra-green Lamy home, form stylishly follows function
and does its owners proud.
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ack when green was just a color—long before the word became
a well-known marketing moniker—Washington, D.C.– area residents Jack and Cindy Clark believed in environmental responsibility. And the more they learned, the more they recognized
the need for a lifestyle that supported sustainability from the ground
up. “Given what’s going on in the world today, we wanted to become as
self-sustainable as possible, as soon as possible,” Jack says. “That means
harvesting our own water, heating with solar, and gardening organically.”
The Clarks dreamed of building an ultra-low-impact home, but it wasn’t
going to be in D.C. (“Too much pollution,” says Jack.) Instead, as retirement neared, they chose Lamy, New Mexico, as ground zero for their
personal green revolution. Today, as Jack stands in the entryway of the
award-winning, 1,550-square-foot home he designed and built with Mark
Giorgetti of Palo Santo Designs, he explains how they made it all happen.
“We’d taken sustainable building workshops in New Mexico,” he says,
“and we stayed in a friend’s off-the-grid straw bale house in Golden
for a summer. The water system wasn’t working so we showered with
rainwater.” The system was eventually restored, but the Clarks’ buck-up
attitude speaks to the their determination to live lightly upon the earth.
No starry-eyed idealist, Jack set about designing a sustainable house
within a budget that would allow him and Cindy to feather their nest
with contemporary, eco-friendly materials throughout.
While Cindy continued working in D.C., where she’s a librarian at the
Jack and Cindy Clark’s home in Lamy features contemporary, eco-friendly elements
like a pitched corrugated steel roof and photovoltaic panels.
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High ceilings and an open floor plan give the
home—particularly the living room and kitchen
and dining areas—a spacious feel.
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National Institutes of Health, Jack, a former Marine
Corps officer and elementary school teacher, looked
for a builder with vision to construct their house.
He wound up hiring Giorgetti, who shared his interest in environmental issues—Giorgetti has a master’s
degree in climate change and carbon management—and
enjoyed working closely with clients.
“We made the right choice in builders,” Jack says.
“It was a total collaboration.” He nods toward the loft
in the center of the house, which is illuminated by
two ridgeline skylights that have been gel-coated for
increased insulation. “I slept there for much of the
project. Once the crew saw that I could effectively help,
they let me,” Jack notes.
“Building green is not an add-on,” says Giorgetti.
“It’s smart design and an integrated approach to quality,
durability, and appropriateness, taking into consideration the global setting as well as the site setting.” He
points out the corrugated steel roof, which is pitched,
Northern New Mexico–s tyle, at 36 degrees to optimize
solar gain and support low-profile photovoltaic panels.
Construction on the Clarks’ house began in November 2010, after crews cordoned off large areas of the
land to prevent unnecessary damage to the vegetation.
The building was sited for passive solar heating and
cooling, the first step in creating a comfortable, costeffective, energy-efficient home. According to Giorgetti, solar panels and mechanical ventilation systems
work together to create a “high-performance building
envelope.” For the homeowner, that translates into
comfort without wasteful energy consumption.
Inspired by the Ohio farm he grew up on, Jack’s
design for his home’s exterior included practical and
affordable agricultural-industrial touches, such as corrugated steel siding and sliding, barn-style doors that
Left: Jack’s vision for the
exterior of the house was
inspired by the farm he grew
up on in Ohio. Agriculturalindustrial touches include
barn-style doors, corrugated
steel siding, stainless steel
gutters, above- and belowground cisterns, wainscoting,
and Pumice-Crete walls. Above:
The home’s poured-earth floor
is sealed with linseed oil and
polished to a leather-like finish.
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Formaldehyde-free, low-VOC paint was used
throughout the house in shades of olive and
sage, with red accents popping up in places like
hallways and the master bedroom.
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“Building green is not an add-on,” says Mark Giorgetti. “It’s smart design
and an integrated approach to quality, durability, and appropriateness,
taking into consideration the global setting as well as the site setting.”
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The home’s living area sits at one end of the building’s “exterior
box”—the rectangle that surrounds the home’s core—as part of
the overall “box-in-a-box” layout of the interior.

flank the front door. Stainless-steel gutters, cisterns (aboveand below-ground), and wainscoting around the foundation
of the Pumice-Crete walls function as a water catchment and
moisture-barrier system. Jack chose Pumice-Crete because it’s
more affordable than adobe and provides more insulation.
Inside, an open floorplan and high, pitched ceilings make
the house feel spacious. The “box-in-a-box” layout, as Giorgetti and Jack refer to it, features a rectangular middle core—
the interior “box”—that encloses the bathroom and laundry
areas. Keeping the rooms that utilize plumbing all together
conserves energy used to heat water. Directly above the central core is Jack’s office loft, accessible by a captain’s ladder.
The “exterior box”—the rectangle surrounding the
home’s core—is occupied on one end by a public space that
includes the living and dining areas and the kitchen, which

backs up against the core plumbing area for efficiency. On
the opposite end of the house is the bedroom, where builtin cabinets and a bedframe with built-in drawers provide
storage while helping maintain the home’s open look.
Paint used throughout the house—shades of olive and sage,
with red, yellow, and blue accents—is formaldehyde-free and
has a low level of VOCs (volatile organic compounds), while
the earth-toned exterior walls are covered with American Clay
natural-earth plaster. A brown poured-earth floor, sealed with
linseed oil and polished to a leather-like finish, ties the house
together, being both cost-effective and elegant.
“We fully anticipate this house will receive LEED Platinum
certification, the highest level,” says Giorgetti, referring to the
international program that rates homes on their energy and
water efficiency, site stewardship, and air quality, along with

Palo Santo Designs can be reached at 505-670-4236 or through palosantodesigns.com.

their overall environmental performance. The house has already been
recognized by the Santa Fe Area
Home Builders Association, receiving three green-building awards and
a general award for fine craftsmanship in the 2011 Parade of Homes.
Jack and Giorgetti could spend
hours pointing out the home’s many
eco-friendly features, such as two large
solar panels that work silently just
outside the bedroom window. They’re
visible but not style violators: This
house celebrates the look that goes
hand-in-hand with integrated energy
and water conservation. As Jack says,
“That look is a badge of honor.”
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